
CHAPTER 8: PILLARS

1988-1993

 The Oberstville School took shape in the following way, once Mr. 

Goodall was hired, as he had been very quickly. Johnny Goodall had begun by

writing a letter, which was prone to extreme flourishes of rhetoric, and a 

certain kind of rhetoric at that, which I have omitted for the sake of the 

reader. It rain mainly as follows: 

“Dear Sirs and Madams, it must have occurred to you by now that we are

consigned to teach school in trailers. While the normal high school, for 

students who have not caused trouble, sits (quite literally) upon a hill 

and takes in the sight of the town and the ocean like a queen, we are 

forced to teach inside a tiny little caravan with stained carpets and 

windows sealed off by a thick layer of dust. I suggest you support my 

application for the School Buildings Grant. Let me tell you where I would 

place my school. It would be at the foot of the hill where the regular 

school stands, but it would not crouch at its feet. Its own proud windows 

and white pillars would stand out against the cliffs, where the students 

would be encouraged to study and repose, and it would be cooled by pines 

and junipers and flowers, perhaps geraniums, that can endure the wind’s 

burden of salt. The inside would have couches and broad chairs. Our 

furniture will not be cruel. The school demands a high ceiling. The ceiling



must be so high that the young minds can sense a holy rarity. To be 

certain, we are not here to teach religion of any sort. You will understand

that I am speaking of a feeling which by its very loftiness, by its 

restlessness of ascent, contains the seeds of what is felt as divine. There

must be broad walls on which to hang school totems so that students feel …

their exclusion as a privilege, as a chance to begin an education so 

utterly new and different that their healthy instinct to reject everything 

will not set to work. They must have their own red, white, and blue, and 

their own eagle. We will need the usual things, as well as the high 

ceiling, the couches and the white walls, offered to the muralist who is 

right now sitting invisible and sullen in these damp trailers we have been 

assigned which smell of everything discarded and cheap. Please provide 

lockers. Please install decent bathrooms. I am sure you are too good to 

ignore my plea.”

When this letter was read aloud to the assembled members of the School

Board, there was considerable laughter. There were a few individuals, 

including one impassioned woman who broke her voice in Johnny’s defense and

spoke with a whisper thereafter, who gave Mr. Goodall’s proposal an earnest

hearing and an eloquent defense. The sight of him, sitting without a 

gesture of weakness in the squall of laughter, his lion’s voice at a pitch 

of dignified, impeccably modulated rage, made the scoffers and the old men 

prone to fits of bad humor utterly nervous. Mr. Zalman, who was an 



administrative mystic, and susceptible to “vision”, said that Mr. Goodall 

was a plain-spoken man and he talked sense. Mr. Cadenza, the sort of 

respectable man who was also a humorous sceptic, had endorsed Johnny 

Goodall from the first as a man who knew how to stir up trouble, and this 

appealed to the anarchist in Cadenza, an anarchist who may have been the 

most permanent part of this phlegmatic old man, since whatever made him 

laugh in his belly was sure to be the most radical ideas, the most sincere 

fits of madness, and the most reckless man wielding the sharpest axe. Larry

Bentley, who loved the thrill of applying his rigorous, practical nature to

Christian projects of compassion, was genuinely moved by Johnny Goodall 

standing with a fierce and hungry expression and stumping for the outcast 

students currently enrolled at Oberstville Community School and in danger 

of becoming entirely truant, Johnny with one arm around a volume of 

educational materials of the most bestselling variety, his other hand 

upraised in a gesture of fiery disgust, and his head crowned with an 

untrimmed mass of golden hair. 

The school was constructed exactly where Johnny had demanded, at the 

foot of the other school’s hill, on a tiny plateau next to cliffs and edged

with pleasant greenery. During every stage of its construction, Johnny was 

there, indefatigable, standing in an old bomber jacket of greying leather 

and aviator sunglasses as protection against the elements, looking 

handsome. He had mainly good words of encouragement for the workmen 



contracted for the job. They came from Cadenza Construction. When a school 

friend of Johnny’s had drawn up drafts of the building, and sent them to 

Mr. Cadenza, the quote Cadenza had furnished to the School Board was so 

large that one excitable man, who was not well-liked, demanded that the 

“charlatan” Goodall be driven out of town “on a rail.” Fortunately for 

Johnny, who seemed to stir up a considerable passion for the unusual in the

men and women of the Board, this man was due to be voted out of office soon

and little attention was paid to him. Six months later he left, having 

unsuccessfully campaigned for cellular towers, hotel developments, and the 

construction of a permanent film studio on the outskirts of town, in order 

to attract more Hollywood business to the picturesque village. When he 

finally did leave to begin publishing moral primers for the children of 

old-fashioned parents, he was canonized in the private mythologies of 

dozens of Oberstville patriots as an agent of the devil. 

Cadenza had mistimed his grab for cash. His offer was politely 

rejected by everyone except him; the town officials hinted that a recent 

wave of settlement in Oberstville had afflicted the town with other 

architects, and an open bid might be in the making. Cadenza was affected so

dreadfully by this news that he built the new structure at a loss, 

according to the strange, pythian instructions of Mr. Goodall, who was 

allowed to loaf around the premises on his off-hours, making sure white 



pillars stood in their appointed places, and employing a husky, comradely 

tone of encouragement.

What had so interested Johnny Goodall in Oberstville? It was a town 

known superficially to the world – it was a place for tourists. Nondescript

white inns, the Meriwether Inn among them, sat along the highway going out 

to the world across a torturous strip of mountains. The roads coming in and

out were coiled like discarded rope in the hilly areas. In the hills 

themselves were backwater places, home to charming rural types and crusty 

old farmers, whose businesses were fading out and whose land was losing 

value.  Nestled close to the ocean was Oberstville itself, practically an 

island settlement, and with an inner life quite different from the rural 

decline of the hills. Johnny had heard a few things about the place from 

his girlfriend Rose. Rose was thirty-eight years old to Johnny’s thirty-

five, she had good, tanned skin and large teeth, and she had a throaty and 

overbearing voice. Her hair was getting stringy, and her body was mellowing

out into the broad shape of a pear. So, she was in a drab state physically;

but to Johnny her mind was a feast of raw and wild wisdom fed from a dozen 

different streams. She had been raised Catholic, but had thrown that over 

after an extravagant, ritual rebellion that involved being terrifically 

drunk at age sixteen, and going out naked into the woods near her rural 

Pennsylvania home to meet three other female friends. She went to them 

carrying an armful of red wine. Her older brother purchased the wine for 



her with a malice that was itself entirely Catholic, thinking she would 

drink it with some local boy. Instead, she met her friends out in the thick

of the forest, with the extreme cold putting their hairs on end and making 

the forest break underfoot. If there was a moon, then the forest would be 

almost entirely visible, but even the glittering multitudes of stars were 

enough. Clearing the leaves away with their hands and feet, they made a 

black circle of earth wide enough to safely contain a fire, and then 

gathered tinder and logs. A shy girl with a short bob of hair, Sandra, lit 

the fire with a match carried from home. They drank, they put their faces 

into the heated nimbus of the fire and told stories and invoked strange 

gods who they invented, first one or two, then a dozen. The gods of the 

midnight fires were cruel, they were beautiful, and they were arcane. Once 

or twice they kissed each other. It was Rose’s invention in the 

Pennsylvania woods of a tradition that was growing openly on the West 

Coast. Nothing needed to be invented here in Oberstville; somebody had 

dreamed it up already. 

What Rose had told Johnny was that Oberstville drew to itself a number

of witches and others interested in the new magics that were being 

discovered amongst the infinite possibilities of knowledge that appeared 

during the great psychedelic expansion of consciousness, which was so very 

new, being only thirty years old itself, and yet which in the spheres of 

intellect which Rose prized so highly, spheres which hardly counted in the 



staid, conservative academic disciplines which Johnny knew and hated 

bitterly. Rose told him that in addition to Wiccans, the attractions of the

landscape and the seclusion of the town drew artists. She had sources (as 

did Johnny, from his wild days) that said in the hills where most of the 

farms were dying off, young couples with a taste for marijuana were living 

as entrepreneurs. Where the pot was growing, especially where a market 

flourished outside the tough system of professional growers, there was 

bound to be a place for Johnny. He was gifted with self-consciousness. He 

knew he had to find a place where the nomads who’d drifted off of communes 

and away from the money-fever of the cities collected. Most importantly, 

sick of the decline of his friends, sick of their aging, and in love with 

the youth and power and pliance of the Oakland schoolchildren -- even 

though they were without sentimentality and this made him an enemy to them 

-- he wanted to teach the children of the old, invisible, dying 

counterculture. He wanted even more than this, in his furthest-reaching 

ambitions, where they were darkened by the moral delicacy of his mind. What

was it he wanted? He didn’t know until five years after arriving in 

Oberstville, when the school was already built and he was installed at its 

head. During that time his needs and unfulfillment grew silently within 

him. During that time the new structure came into existence.

Johnny got rid of the teachers he was given, and he hired new ones. 

One of the teachers was a pleasant, unkempt fellow who seemed to have 



dropped from some public television fable. He was a mechanical genius in a 

pedestrian sense – he could make things work again, old things like HAM 

radios and record players, and he had an oddball talent for invention, such

that he had a solar-powered hat with air-conditioning and once made a 

voice-recognition anti-burglar system for his lonely house out of an 

oscilloscope and an old Macintosh computer. Johnny terrified this teacher, 

whom Johnny called the “credentialed tinker,” and to whom some well-meaning

and uninformed administrator had entrusted the mathematics education of a 

dozen students. While Mr. Cadenza was building an enormous white building 

in the name of poetry and rebellion, Johnny was getting the credentialed 

tinker to sign away his position for a new electronics lab in the old 

Oberstville School trailers. The tinker was happy enough to explain his 

ideas for Electronics courses open to all students, including regular high 

school students with great aptitude, to a cordial School Board. Meanwhile, 

Johnny stood near the door, wearing a pressed white shirt and grey slacks. 

Bulging in the pocket were the aviator sunglasses he’d worn when he took 

Mr. Tinker (so the little man was called now when Johnny talked over dinner

to Rose) outside and told him about the electronics lab he was going to 

have. When Mr. Tinker couldn’t stand to go on, reacting badly to the 

attention of twelve School Board officials, he would turn to Johnny, and 

focus on the edge of the sunglasses peeking from the pocket – a tiny 

triangle of black lens and gilt frame.



This arrangement worked out well for both men. In three years Mr. 

Tinker had put together a vocational program in Electronics that was widely

praised, and when he was no longer ruining Johnny’s math and science 

programs, Johnny Goodall found him pleasant enough. Meanwhile new 

advertisements were being put out, and Johnny was setting to work on the 

English teacher. The English teacher was another convert, a woodworker who 

was given a paltry set of books and a permanent job teaching them to “the 

worst, laziest, most irresponsible bunch of sullen kids imaginable.” His 

fluency of expression was what qualified him to teach kids who had 

practically dropped out. He was teaching two books a year, and was so cruel

that when he had a single opportunity to buy a new set, he bought Sir 

Walter Scott’s Rob Roy. Many of his students, tied to their studies by some

miniscule thread of guilt and curiosity, developed a hatred of English 

heroism that lasted their entire lives, and this was because they had to 

read ten pages of Rob Roy a night for months on end. Johnny couldn’t 

imagine how to get rid of him – he had the blind will of a badger, or a 

mole, or a rabid gopher. The man – whose name was Mr. Mitya -- had a dozen,

different, conjunctive private weaknesses. Mitya was prone to fits of 

anger. Mitya was a drinker. And Mitya was eccentric enough to drive drunk 

to places that made him angry. On a very warm, invigorating night when it 

felt good to be old, alive, and venomous, he drove up the hill to the 

Oberstville High School and let the old place have it. He castigated the 



very first class he’d taught, posing primly above the lockers for their 

1962 senior portraits. He banged his fists against the lockers, which made 

a hollow, tympanic sound except when they were full of sweatclothes. 

“Pompous, cocky athletes!” he shouted at the lockers that gave back a dull 

thud, “Why don’t you get over yourselves!” Ironically, this was an 

expression he’d learned from his students, but he embraced the irony itself

with arrogance and amusement. There was half a bottle of sipping whisky in 

his system. He got into his car, which was a Lincoln that had once been 

quite expensive, and he drove it off the wrong side of the hill. It arked 

over the steps that students climbed and descended in the mornings, and the

car and himself smashed into the large, cheerfully lettered sign for the 

high school. Agonized and shocked, extremely drunk, he passed out. He was 

caught the next morning, full of minor injuries and a terrible headache, in

a car that was half its normal size. The sign was a barely more than a heap

of splinters. In the midst of disgrace and abjection, he turned out to be 

soft-spoken and penitent. Perhaps he simply could not get his heart out of 

his throat.  He paid for a new sign. Charges were filed against him, to 

which he pleaded guilty, and he only lost his license and his right to 

teach in Oberstville. There is one bus a day that goes out of Oberstville 

to the world. He took it and disappeared.

(This did not become a scandal. The town was sick of schoolteachers in

scandals.)



Two admirable teachers replaced these two departed men. One was a math

and science teacher with a doctorate from Berkeley. This was Mr. Ericke 

Sherman. Sherman abruptly quit working on government money at the age of 

thirty, after three years of postdoctoral research. He then spent ten or so

years with a minimal income in a ratty apartment. This time served as his 

education in the world – the preppy Berkeley boy with a secret penchant for

bizarre poetry and arcane number theory was gradually transformed into a 

man with a big smile, a flamboyant moustache, and lithe, excitable 

girlfriends. With time, in place of his nervousness, he developed into a 

man of swagger with a resonant tone. He learned a different kind of bonding

among men than he’d known among scientists – in the new circles where he 

moved, a speculative mind had to be joined to visceral affections, and 

hearty, unintellectual, unabashed sympathy existed between men. He was 

splendidly overqualified for the position, which pleased Johnny. More 

importantly, he was the right kind of second for the education Johnny 

wanted to give.

The other teacher was Rose. The female students were desperate for a 

role model, since the boys already had Johnny and Ericke. A witch with two 

wolves fit the bill. (Even without the wolves Rose would have been enough.)

Johnny’s people were in place, the dead weight was gone, and Oberstville 

was not looking back.


